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Dental Debut
First-time Bush Clinic
May 15, 2017 marks a special

On that otherwise ordinary

day on the Missions Of Love

Haitian Monday, healthcare

calendar. For on this date,

and dental care emerged to

when the big ol’ Army truck

bring health, healing and

was loaded with medical

brighter smiles to 180

supplies, it included three

villagers. Like a three-part

dental chairs, three portable

harmony, the medical team

dental units, and the rest of

gave medical attention to 87

At Your Service… At Tiboidorm Bush Clinic

the gear to make dental care a

patients, while one dental

reality in a bush clinic. Side-

team dispensed dental care

by-side Haitian medical and

to 33 patients, and the other

dental professionals, and a

applied fluoride treatments

handful of smiling Americans,

to the teeth of 76 students.

joined together in the bumpy
ride to the base of a mountain
called Berard to set up shop in
a school house in a tiny
village called Tiboidrom.

The results were
harmonious as patient after
patient received muchneeded care, a Bible and a
toothbrush. At the end of the

Just Released!
(Amazon $15.99 or Kindle $4.99)

*Proceeds go to Missions Of Love
Journey through the pages
of time as Missions Of Love
Founder, Robert T.
Johnson, MD, a country
doctor affectionately
referred to as, Dr. Bob,
recounts his life story from
a troubled teen to serving in
the Korean War, sailing the
Carribean seas to farming to
being a father, a husband,
and co-founder of Missions
Of Love along with his wife,
Nurse Betty.

“The thing that has most
moved my life is when we got
together and started
Missions Of Love – it has
been such a touching
experience for both of us.”
~ Dr. Bob Johnson

day, the mayor of Tiboidrom

a daily basis, as is medical

and Barbie Porter, (all from

spoke of the people’s

care, in our Jolivert facility.

Kentucky) cheerfully

gratitude and added, “The
people would like for you to
come back again next month
and bring dental care.”

The rest of the week the
Haitian trio of dentists, Dr.
Eugene Hans, Dr. Marc-Ely

provided additional dental
care for an additional 115
patients. To God be the glory!

Vassor, and Dr. Chavennes

Although we could not grant

Jean Pierre, along with Becky

such a wish at this time. The

Baise, Dental Coordinator,

hope of our heart is to one day

Bonnie Cheely, Dental

soon hire a Haitian dentist to

Assistant and MOL Dental

make dental care available on

Clinic Coordinators, Ralph

Opportunities to Serve
Is God calling YOU?
This Fall is a great time to
answer your call to the

Jolivert Conferences

Holy Spirit and fellowship for a
conference led by Barbie Porter,
Becky Baise, Carmelle Velcine,

mission field in Haiti.

Bonnie Cheely (Kentucky) and

Here’s how…

Interpreter, Merlinda Saimsurin.
The message was Rest in Him.

Work Week – October 1 -20
Ralph Porter needs help to

Doctors on Rotation

build shelves, tables and

MOL Clinic Director

cabinets for the Dental Clinic,

Christophe Velcine reports

and conquer a hefty

The April Evangelistic Team led

that the MSPP Doctor

maintenance “to-do” list. This

in by MOL President Dale

Internship Program

is also an opportune time for

Breedlove was formed by Pastor

implemented in February at

evangelistic work. Do you

Johnnie Blount and Bridging The

like to teach, preach or sing?

Gap Ministries out of North
Carolina. This team did a

Clinique Jolivert is proving
successful. “The resident
doctors continue their rotation

Medical Week – Oct. 10-20

Pastor’s Conference for 80 local

Dr. Mick Vanden Bosch will

pastors, a Women’s Conference

between Gros Morne Hospital

once again perform cataract

and a three-day VBS where

and Jolivert and it is working

surgery at the MOL Eye Clinic

attendance grew daily from 100

good. The patients are coming

to 200 to over 400 youth! This

from different areas looking

team intends to continue to bring

for medical care. Some come

the Good News back to Haiti in

from a long way because they

November.

hear that ‘Jolivert cares for

accompanied by medical and
dental teams. We would love
to include a pediatric dentist,
an oral surgeon, and a
hygienist to this team.
Hope to hear from YOU soon!

In May over 50 ladies gathered
into the presence of the sweet

their problems.’ I say, we are
only Jesus’ servants and want
to do His will.”

